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Schumann Adagio and Allegro
This little charming piece was originally written for horn and orchestra. A new
kind of horn, the "ventilhorn", or valve horn was developed in the 1840:s which
allowed the production of the complete chromatic scale. Schumann was so
impressed by this new horn so that he wrote two pieces for the instrument,
Konzertstück for four horns and orchestra and this piece, Adagio und Allegro.
When the work was published in 1849 Schumann allowed that the solo part
could be performed also on violin, viola or cello.
Schumanns health was in good condition while writing this piece, written during
what Schumann himself refers to as "my most fruitful year". You can hear this in
the music, Schumann first also considered to title the work "Romance and
Allegro". The first movement, Adagio, is a nice, poetic slow movement followed
by a contrasting fast and joyful Allegro-movement, in traditional Rondo-form.
This is a beloved piece of music which holds its place as standard-repertoire
among both horn-, viola- and celloplayers.

Kodály Solo Sonata
This sonata is undoubtly to be considered a milestone-work in the repertoire of
cello-playing. Most importantly because the sonata, written in 1915, can be said
to be the first major work for solo cello written since the solo-suites by Bach
composed 200 years earlier (with the exception of some works by Max Reger, but
they are in many ways almost like pastiches of the Bach-suites and thus not so
important). Hundreds of works for solo cello has been composed by various
composers all over the world since, and this sonata was the first, the "barrierbreaker". But also because Kodály explores the technical possibilities of celloplaying to completely new levels in this work, with previously unreached
virtuosistic demands on the performer as well as unusual playingtechniques such
as lefthand-pizzicato accompaniment to the melody and passages reaching
beyond the end of the finger-board on the cello.
But it is also a work of great musical quality, it has been opined that "Had he
written nothing else apart from this magnificent sonata, Kodály would still deserve
to be accounted one of the greatest musical geniuses that Hungary has ever
produced". The base source of musical inspiration to this work was, as always for
Kodály, hungarian folk tunes and music. In 1905-06, Kodály together with his
fellow companion Bela Bartók travelled around the countryside of Hungary to
small villages to gather and record hungarian folk music of all kinds. Another
great source of inspiration for Kodály was his frensh contemptorary Claude
Debussy with his way to use harmony and different modal scales in music-writing.
Kodály did put an enourmos task on himself to write a big full-scale solo sonata
for cello, traditionally a baseline-instrument, this he solved by changing the
scordatura, the tuning of the cello by tuning down the G- and C-strings one

semi-tone to F-sharp and B-natural. Thus all open strings naturally creates a Bminor seventh-chord, and so the sonata stays very much in the B minor and B
major-keys, probably mainly out of practical reasons.
The first movement is the by far most traditional movement in the sonata, written
in sonata-form. The first theme, presented immediately in a very direct and
dramatical way is built on several different small motives (the perhaps most
striking is the almost clicheelike hungarian "short-long"-motive with strong accent
on the short note which is on the beat) which the rest of the movement is built on,
often in augmented or inverted forms. The sonata was written in the middle of the
burning terrible first world war in which Hungary was deeply involved, so it is not
suprising that the first theme has a very dramatical touch. The contrasting second
theme has more a feeling of a quite simple but expressive folk song, still there is
a strong feeling of suffering and despair in it.
The second slow movement is most notable by its use of pizzicatto-accompanimet
below the melody-line, which indeed is a quite tricky task for the performer to do
well. This movement has a very calm atmosphere, which is a nice contrast to the
fiery first and last movements. Also here there is a dramatical middle-section
though, but the feeling of the movement is more like it is inspired by natureexperiences rather then the war. In the last movement then you almost got the
feeling that a full gypsy-orchestra with its double-base, violin, bagpipe, cimbalon
and flute breakes loose in a fierce verbunkos, virtuosistic military-music used
traditionally to recruit soldiers in the country-side of Hungary. Theoretically the
music is actually a set of variations on the motives presented in the opening-bars
of the movement, but this is in reality quite hard for the listener to understand.
Instead the most notable with this movement is probably its almost extreme
virtuosistity, an almost constant rush with the head ahead for more then 10
minutes putting quite a task on the performers physical condition. But more then
anything else this is music of great joy, drama and energy, this movement has an
ability to catch and keep the grasp of the listeners until the very end like very little
other music for an alone solo-instrument.

Brahms Piano trio no 1 in B (revised version)
Brahms first wrote his first piano trio in 1853-54, at the age of only 20. Brahms
was known as an extreme perfectionist, for instance he destroyed nearly 20 string
quartets before publishing his first in 1973, so the most amazing with this early
work may be that it survived at all. In 1889, when Brahms thought about retiring,
his publisher asked him to revise some of his early works if he wanted to, and so
Brahms did with his first piano trio.

Brahms himself described his intention as “not to stick a wig on it but merely to
comb its hair a little.” In reality though he left only the second movement almost
untouched (except for the coda), he composed new second themes for both first,
third and fourth movement and in the first movement he removed about a third
of the original music. Nevertheless the result is striking, maybe it is the
combination of Brahms at his youth- and late periods which has made the
revised vesrion of the trio one of the most beloved pieces in the piano trio
repertoire?
It´s a work of big proportions, almost symphonic in its structure. It is also one of
relatively few works in the romantic repertoire which starts in major but finnishes
in the last movement in minor key, from B major to B minor. The first movement
starts softly with an inviting theme presented by the piano and soon taken over by
the cello. The theme developes as the violin joins, and soon the opening theme
has transformed to very energetic, joyful music. The contrasting second theme in
G sharp minor has a more searching, unsetteled feeling, giving great tention to
the movement as a whole.
It is easy to understand why Brahms left the Scherzo-movement untouched while
revising, it is striking and original with its fairly strange short main theme which
developes in all possible directions and its almost bizarrly romantic trio-section.
The famous third movement may be one of the finest slow movements Brahms
ever wrote, it is hard to imagine someone only 20 years old could write
something like this. The slow moving soft big chords of the piano answered by
the calm but expressful lines of the strings in the first theme creates a very special,
almost epical character to the movement. In the expressive second theme the
cello has a big role which is a bit unusual in piano trios, traditionally the cello
has more the role of supporting the base line in this kind of repertoire. The fourth
movement then, in B minor has a very anxious and unsetteled feeling, probably a
result of that Brahms was interrupted in his writing of the trio with the news that
his close friend Robert Schumann had made a suicide attempt in the beginning
of 1854. Regarding to this it is not suprising that the trio ends rushing into a dark
and dramatical conclusion.

